A new measure called min-max elementwise backward error is introduced for approximate roots of scalar polynomials p(z). Compared with the elementwise relative backward error, this new measure allows for larger relative perturbations on the coefficients of p(z) that do not participate much in the overall backward error. By how much these coefficients can be perturbed is determined via an associated max-times polynomial and its tropical roots. An algorithm is designed for computing the roots of p(z). It uses a companion linearization C(z) = A − zB of p(z) to which we added an extra zero leading coefficient, and an appropriate two-sided diagonal scaling that balances A and makes B graded in particular when there is variation in the magnitude of the coefficients of p(z). An implementation of the QZ algorithm with a strict deflation criterion for eigenvalues at infinity is then used to obtain approximations to the roots of p(z). Under the assumption that this implementation of the QZ algorithm exhibits a graded backward error when B is graded, we prove that our new algorithm is min-max elementwise backward stable. Several numerical experiments show the superior performance of the new algorithm compared with the MATLAB roots function. Extending the algorithm to polynomial eigenvalue problems leads to a new polynomial eigensolver that exhibits excellent numerical behaviour compared with other existing polynomial eigensolvers, as illustrated by many numerical tests.
Introduction
We consider the problem of computing all the zeros z k , k = 1, 2, . . . , d, of the scalar polynomial p(z) of degree d expressed in the monomial basis as
We denote by z k the approximate zeros computed by some algorithm whose numerical stability we want to assess. For this we consider the backward error in a global way, i.e., for all computed roots at the same time. The computed zeros z k are the exact zeros of a polynomial (z) and the backward error measures the difference between the vector of coefficients p = [p 0 , p 1 , . . . , p d ] of the given polynomial p(z) and the vector of coefficients p = [ p 0 , p 1 , . . . , p d ] of the polynomial p(z). Assuming that p d = p d , we can consider the normwise relative backward error η norm = p − p p = ∆p p for some vector norm · or the elementwise relative backward error
and η elem |p| = ∞ if p i = 0 when p i = 0 for some i. This elementwise backward error was studied in [5] expanding on earlier work by Van Dooren and Dewilde [15] . In fact, with the latter measure of the backward error, there is no backward stable polynomial root solver [9] while there exist several normwise backward stable algorithms, e.g., the fast polynomial root solver described in [2] . Example 1 below shows that the normwise backward error η norm can be much smaller than the elementwise relative backward error η elem |p| and when combined with a condition number, they do not provide sharp upper bounds on the relative errors |z i − z i |/| z i |. So we introduce in section 2 a new measure of the backward error, denoted by η elem γ , called min-max elementwise backward error, and for which the perturbations ∆p i are measured relative to some parameters γ i ≥ |p i |. In section 3, we show the connection between the parameters γ = [ γ 0 , γ 1 , . . . , γ d ] associated with this new backward error measure and the tropical roots of the max-times polynomial tp(x) = max i (|p i |x i ) associated with p(z). In section 4, we describe a new polynomial root finder for p(z) based on a (d + 1) × (d + 1) companion linearization C(z) = A − zB of the grade d + 1 polynomial 0z d+1 + p(z) and an appropriate two-sided diagonal scaling of C(z) that balances the matrix A and makes the matrix B graded when there are large variation in the magnitude of the tropical roots. This property of the scaled pencil is crucial for the numerical stability of our algorithm and can be difficult to achieve on a companion linearization of p(z) but not for 0z d+1 + p(z). The diagonal scaling of C(z) is then followed by a deflation of the artificially introduced eigenvalue at infinity. Finally, 2
we use an implementation of the QZ algorithm with a "strict" deflation criterion for the eigenvalues at infinity to compute the finite eigenvalues of the scaled and deflated pencil, which we return as approximate roots of p(z). We prove in section 5 that this new polynomial root finder is min-max elementwise backward stable under the assumption that, when applied to a pencil A − zB with A well-balanced and B graded, the QZ algorithm with strict deflation at infinity computes the exact generalized Schur form of a perturbed pencil A + ∆A − z(B + ∆B) with |(∆A) ij | of order of the machine precision mach and a ∆B that can be written as mach times a graded matrix. Section 6 presents numerical experiments that illustrate the min-max elementwise backward stability of the new polynomial root finder. We explain how to extend our algorithm to the computation of eigenvalues of matrix polynomials. This leads to a new polynomial eigensolver based on a tropically scaled block companion pencil. Numerical experiments show that this new polynomial eigensolver and the eigensolver based on a tropically scaled Lagrange linearization described in [14] both compute eigenvalues with small relative normwise backward errors. An advantage of the new eigensolver over that in [14] , is that it does not require the computation of "well-separated tropical roots" and is easier to implement. Section 7 gives our conclusions.
Example 1. Let us now compute the three measures η norm , η elem |p| and η elem γ for the backward error when computing the roots of
using the MATLAB function roots and the new algorithm (written in MATLAB). The results are provided in Table 1 .1 together with the relative forward errors
For this example, the new algorithm computes the roots of p(z) more accurately than roots. Note that we could wrongly decide that the roots have been well computed when looking at η norm when using roots.
Assuming that the zeros z k of p(z) are all simple and neglecting the higher order terms, the relative forward error can be written as
3)
It will be clear from section 2 that the following upper bounds for the numerator in (1.3) hold:
Note that the small roots of p(z) in (1.2) are ill conditioned for a normwise measure of the perturbations since [p 0 , p 1 , . . . , p 4 ] 1, z k , . . . , z 4 k ] is of order one but |z k | |p ( z k )| is 3 
, it is clear that the computed zeros are the exact zeros of a polynomial with a relative error of the order of η elem γ on the coefficients of the dominant terms. Hence, the zeros computed by the new algorithm can be seen as the exact zeros of a polynomial whose coefficients were rounded up to the order of the machine precision since η elem γ = 6.7 × 10 −16 ≈ 3 mach . This is the best we can hope for when computing in finite precision. This results in computed zeros with relative forward errors of the size of the machine precision.
Min-max elementwise backward error
Without loss of generality, we can assume the zero roots have been deflated and that the resulting polynomial p(z) has no root equal to zero so that p 0 = 0. The elementwise backward error for an approximate root z k of p(z) is defined as
where ∆p(z) = d i=0 ∆p i z i , ∆p = [∆p 0 , . . . , ∆p d ], the entries of α = [α 0 , . . . , α d ] are nonnegative parameters, and the inequality |∆p| ≤ α holds componentwise. The parameters α i allow freedom in how perturbations are measured, for example, in an absolute sense with α i = 1 or relative sense if α i = |p i |. It follows from p( z k ) + ∆p( z k ) = 0 that
It is easy to check that the lower bound is attained for the perturbations ∆p
Note that the backward error (2.1) is just a particular case of the componentwise backward error for an approximate solution to a linear system Ax = b with rectangular matrix A equal to the row vector p = [p 0 , . . . , p d ] and b = 0 [8, Sec. 7.2]. So (2.3) is a special case of Oettli and Prager's explicit expression for the componentwise backward error for linear systems [11] . Now with the particular choice α = |p| = [|p 0 |, . . . , |p d |] to measure the perturbations, we obtain the relative componentwise backward error
One of our contributions in this paper is another choice for the vector of parameters α, weaker than α = |p| but still meaningful. We rewrite the first upper bound in (2.2) as
and define j := arg max
Note that for such j, p j = 0. Now the term |∆p i || z k | i does not affect the order of magnitude of the sum in (2.5) when
This suggests choosing α = γ to measure the perturbations in (2.1), where γ = [γ 0 , . . . ,γ d ] withγ
With this choice of parameters,
• larger perturbations are allowed on coefficients that do not participate much to the upper bound in (2.2), i.e., on the modulus of the residual p( z k ), but
• the sparsity structure of the problem may not preserve, that is, if p i = 0 then ∆p i = 0 is allowed.
Note that the entries of γ depend on z k . Since
we find that
As mentioned in the introduction, we are interested in a global way of measuring the backward error for a given (usually computed) approximation z = [ z 1 , . . . , z d ] T to all the zeros z = [z 1 , . . . , z d ] T of p(z). A natural extension of the definition for the backward error for a single zero provided in (2.1) leads to
(2.12)
When p(z) has real coefficients and the approximate roots z are symmetric with respect to the real axis, then the coefficients of p(z) are real and we can we can minimize over µ ∈ R \ {0} in (2.12). Then in this case, (2.12) can be rewritten as a linear programming problem that can be solved by the simplex method. When α = |p| the elementwise relative backward error in (2.4) is just an upper bound on (2.12) corresponding to choosing µ = 1.
Let us define
and consider the generalization to γ in (2.8),
Definition 1 (Min-max elementwise backward error). The min-max elementwise backward error for the approximate zeros
The naming min-max comes from the min-max characterization of the γ i in (2.13). Note that the latter do not depend on the approximate zeros z k , k = 1, . . . , d. Because γ i ≥ 1 if p i = 0, our choice for γ i allows a larger relative error on those coefficients having a corresponding γ i larger than one. For p i = 0, we allow a certain absolute error without changing the order of magnitude of the upper bound (2.2) for any of the zeros z k . This does not preserve sparsity in the data but unlike for the elementwise relative backward error, the min-max elementwise backward error is always finite. Indeed, we will show in the next section that for p i = 0, γ i > 0 so γ i = 0.
Connection between the γ i and the tropical roots
Based on the polynomial p(z), consider the corresponding tropical polynomial tp(x) in the max-times semiring R max,× consisting of the set of nonnegative real numbers R + with the operations ⊕ and ⊗. The ⊕ operation is taking the maximum value of the terms and the ⊗ operation is the classical multiplication. The tropical polynomial tp(x) based on p(z) is defined as
. The (nonzero) tropical roots are points x in R + at which the maximum in (3.1) is attained for at least two values of i for this specific x-values [1] .
Since p d = 0, there are t ≤ d distinct tropical roots
with τ of multiplicity m , and t =0 m = d. These tropical roots can be computed from the Newton polygon associated with p(z), i.e., the upper boundary of the convex hull of the set of points (j, log |p j |), j = 0, 1, . . . , d resulting in the points (k , log |p k |),
The opposites of the slopes of the segments of this upper boundary are the logarithm of the tropical roots. Hence, if (k −1 , log |p k −1 |) and (k , log |p k |) are the two endpoints of such a segment, it follows that
These tropical roots can be computed in O(d) operations [6, Prop. 1]. For more details on tropical roots and corresponding applications in polynomial eigenvalue problems, we refer the interested reader to [4, 6, 7, 10, 12, 14] . When computing the zeros of a polynomial p(z), we assume that p 0 = 0, i.e., the possible roots at zero are already divided out exactly. Hence, all tropical roots τ l will be nonzero.
Theorem 1. Given a polynomial p(z) = d i=0 p i z i and its associated tropical polynomial tp(x) = max 0≤i≤d |p i |x i = max 0≤i≤t |p ki |x ki , with 0 = k 0 < k 1 < · · · < k t = d and tropical roots τ , = 1, 2, . . . , t as in (3.2), we have that for each i ∈ {1, . . . , d} and corresponding such that k −1 ≤ i ≤ k , the parameters γ i in (2.13) are given by
Proof. If p i = 0, then by (2.13),
A similar argument can be followed when τ ≤ τ ≤ |z| ≤ τ +1 to prove that also in this case β i (z) ≥ β i (τ ). Hence, the minimum value for β i (z) is for z = τ . This gives us the expression for γ i . The expression when p i = 0 is proved in a similar way.
When p 0 = 0, there are no zero tropical roots and no indices k from the Newton polygon such that p k = 0 so γ i > 0 for all i. Instead of computing the min-max elementwise backward error
it is easier to compute the upper bound η elem γ given by
for which the coefficients p i are obtained by constructing p(z) in (2.11) using multiple precision.
In Figure 3 .1 the parameter γ i is graphically indicated as the fraction of the value of the convex hull and the modulus of the corresponding polynomial coefficient |p i |. Note that γ k = 1, = 0, . . . , t, which in the log scale on Figure 3 .1 corresponds to zero. The min-max backward error is equal to when each absolute error |∆p i | is times smaller than the convex hull and when there is one or more of these absolute errors just times smaller. In Figure 3 .2 (left) this is shown when the value |p i | is between the corresponding point on the convex hull and times smaller. Here ∆p i is very small so p i ≈ p i . Figure 3 .2 (right) illustrates the case when |p i | is less than times the corresponding point on the convex hull. Here p i is very small so ∆p i = p i . 8 log scale log scale The min-max backward error is . On the left, the value of |p i | is within the band between the convex hull and times the convex hull. On the right, the value of |p i | is less than times the convex hull Example 2 (Mastronardi and Van Dooren's example [9] ). Let u denote the unit roundoff and consider the polynomial
These zeros are well conditioned. The approximations z 1,2 = 2 −t ± 1 to the zeros z 1,2 both have a relative error of order u. These approximations are the exact zeros of the polynomial
For the polynomial p(z), it is easy to check that
This results in the backward errors
Other approximations z 1 and z 2 of the zeros with a relative error of the size of the unit roundoff lead to similar results.
A root solver based on companion linearization
In this section we describe an algorithm for computing all the zeros of a polynomial p(z) = d i=0 p i z i . It is based on a companion linearization of the grade d + 1 polynomial 0 · z d+1 + p(z), a suitable scaling/balancing of the linearization, and the use of a QZ algorithm with an appropriate deflation strategy for the eigenvalues at infinity. The min-max elementwise backward error of the resulting algorithm is studied in Section 5.
We transform the original problem, i.e., p(z) = 0 into the generalized eigenvalue problem 
The pencil on the left of the equality, which we write C(z) = A − zB with
is the (d + 1) × (d + 1) companion linearization of 0 · z d+1 + p(z). It has an eigenvalue at infinity and its finite eigenvalues are the roots of p(z). We then apply a two-sided diagonal scaling to the pencil C(z),
with diagonal matrices D l , D r constructed such that A is balanced in the sense that its nonzero entries are in modulus bounded by 1 and the diagonal of B is graded. This is done as follows. We define with τ as in (3.2) and construct
The matrices of the scaled pencil C(z) = A − z B have the form
and γ i as in Theorem 1. Now the parameters γ k , = 1, 2, . . . , t corresponding to the indices of the Newton polytope are equal to one. The other γ i values are larger than one, i.e., γ −1 i is smaller than one for these other values. Hence, all elements of the top row of the transformed matrix A are in modulus less than or equal to one. The nonzero diagonal part of B contains the inverses of the tropical roots and since τ j ≤ τ j+1 , we have that b j ≤ b j+1 . Note that once the tropical roots are computed, the factors γ i naturally appear as inverses of the modulus of the corresponding elements a i when p i = 0.
The trivial eigenvalue at infinity is easily deflated: let G be a 2 × 2 Givens rotation such that G a d 1 = ǎ d 0 and embed it in I d+1 as the 2 × 2 leading block to form G. Then Large differences in the magnitude of the entries of B generically lead to a large difference in the magnitude of the eigenvalues of A − z B. As already observed in [14, Section 3], when the difference in the entries of B is larger than −1 mach , mach being the machine precision, the LAPACK implementation of the QZ algorithm may decide too quickly to deflate an eigenvalue and declare it to be at infinity. So we slightly modify the LAPACK routines xHGEQZ such that besides the trivial eigenvalues at infinity only finite eigenvalues are generated. Note that the latter can be very large when they correspond to exact infinite eigenvalues. To be more specific we replace the value of BTOL by the smallest positive nonzero floating point number in strategic places in the fortran code as to avoid that a specific entry of B is explicitly set to zero, thereby leading to a computed infinite eigenvalue. At the same time, we also increase the maximum number of iterations MAXIT. The steps of our approach are summarized in Algorithm 1. Construct the companion pencil C(z) = A − zB of p(z) as in (4.1). Compute the tropical roots τ j , j = 1, 2, . . . , d as in (4.2). Scale/balance the companion pencil: C(z) = D l C(z)D r with D l , D r as in (4.3)-(4.4). Deflate the eigenvalue at infinity with a Givens rotation as in (4.5). Compute the eigenvalues of the deflated pencil using the QZ algorithm implemented with a strict deflation criterion for the detection of eigenvalues at infinity. Return these eigenvalues as roots of p(z).
In Section 5, we show that under certain assumptions on the graded character of the backward error for the generalized Schur form obtained after applying a QZ algorithm with strict deflation criterion for eigenvalues at infinity, Algorithm 1 is min-max elementwise backward stable according to Definition 1. In Section 6 several numerical experiments will be given illustrating the backward stable behaviour of the newly designed algorithm.
Min-max backward error for Algorithm 1
In [14, Section 6] we gave numerical evidence for the following assumption that is required for our backward error analysis of Algorithm 1. It follows then that under Assumption 1 the backward error on the matrix B has a graded structure if B is graded since τ 1 ≤ τ 2 ≤ · · · ≤ τ d . Proof. To prove this theorem, we transform the matrix pencil (
with P and Q nonsingular such that the resulting error is fully concentrated on the first row of A, i.e., ∆ A is zero except possibly for its first row. The absolute error on each of the elements a i in the first row is of order O( mach ). We then show that performing the inverse of the original scaling/balancing operation, i.e., D −1 l ∆ A D −1 r with D l , D r as in (4.3)-(4.4) leads to a min-max backward error of size O( mach ).
Let us first concentrate on moving all errors towards the first row of A. This can be done using several steps as in a Gaussian-elimination algorithm. In each of these steps, the error ∆ A stays of the order O( mach ) while the error in ∆ B maintains the graded structure. Also the introduced zeros are maintained in the subsequent steps. To indicate the order in which the elements are restored in their structured form, we use the same notation as in [15, Section 4] for a 4 × 4 example.
Each of the absolute errors ∆ a i is of the size O( mach ). Reversing the scaling/balancing operation leads to an absolute error ∆p i on the ith initial coefficient p i of p(z) of size 
Numerical experiments
In section 6.1, the MATLAB roots function is compared to our new algorithm (i.e., Algorithm 1). In section 6.2, we generalize our approach to polynomial eigenvalue problems (PEVPs) and compare the resulting algorithm to other polynomial eigensolvers. In all our numerical experiments, we observed that Assumption 1 holds.
Scalar polynomials
The backward error measured in all the experiments of this section is the upper bound η elem γ in (3.3) on the min-max elementwise backward error. Experiment 1. We take 100 samples of a polynomial of degree 50. Each polynomial has random complex zeros generated as follows: the multiplicity is 1, the modulus is 10 e with e uniformly random between −20 and +20, and the argument is uniformly random between 0 and 2π. Figure 6 .1(a) shows the backward errors (less than 10 −4 ) for the zeros returned by roots and by the new algorithm while Figure 6 .1(b) also shows the larger backward errors.
For sample number 44, we compare in Figure 6 .2 the modulus of the coefficients of p(z) to the modulus of the coefficients of the polynomial p(z) = p d 50 k=1 (z − z k ) constructed from the zeros z k , k = 1, . . . , 50 returned by roots and by the new algorithm. The zeros returned by roots do not reproduce the first coefficients of the polynomial with a high relative accuracy leading to a large backward error as shown in Figure 6.1(b) . Experiment 2. We generate 100 polynomials of degree 30. Each polynomial has random complex zeros computed as follows: the multiplicity is uniformly random between 1 and 30, the modulus is 10 e with e uniformly random between −10 and +10, and the argument is uniformly random between 0 and 2π. Figure 6 Experiment 3. We take 100 samples of a polynomial of degree 100. Each polynomial has random complex coefficients as follows. The modulus is 10 e with e uniformly random between −20 and +20 and the argument is uniformly random between 0 and 2π. Figure 6 .4(a) shows the backward error. Figure 6 .4(b) compares the relative errors on the computed zeros by roots and the new algorithm for sample 39. For this sample, Figure 6 .5 with plot (a) for the new algorithm and plot (b) for roots, shows the magnitude of the coefficients of p(z) and p(z) with p d = p d , the absolute errors |p i − p i | and compare them to the convex hull of the set of points (i, log |p i |), i = 0, 1, . . . , d as well as the points on this upper boundary multiplied by the machine precision mach . For our new algorithm the absolute error is not much larger than mach times the convex hull indicating that the corresponding backward error η elem γ is of the size of the machine precision mach . This is not the case for roots, in particular, the absolute error on the coefficient p 1 is almost as large as the coefficient itself. This indicates that the backward error η elem γ is of order 1. 
Generalization to polynomial eigenvalue problems
is such that A is well-balanced in the sense that the s × s matrices in the first block row of A have norms less or equal to 1, and B is graded. The deflation of the s extra eigenvalues at infinity is performed by constructing a QR factorization of the first block column of C(λ) and by forming Q * C(λ). We can deflate the first s rows and columns of the resulting pencils and call the QZ algorithm together with the strong deflation criterion for eigenvalues at infinity we discussed in section 4. We consider the following polynomial eigensolvers:
1. the MATLAB polyeig function; 2. quadeig from [7] when the degree d = 2; 3. Gaubert and Sharify's Algorithm [6, Alg. 1] (see also [10, Alg. 4.1] ). We use the same MATLAB implementation as in [10] , which we refer to as the G&S eigensolver. 4. the polynomial eigensolver based on a tropically scaled Lagrange linearization using well-separated tropical roots described in [14] , which we refer to as the Lagrange eigensolver; 5. the eigensolver based on scaled block companion pencil as described at the start of section 6.2, which we refer to as the new eigensolver.
The normwise backward error for an approximate eigenvalueλ of P can be computed as [13] η P (λ) = P (λ) −1 −1
(6.1) This backward error is the smallest such thatλ is an eigenvalues of P (λ) + ∆P (λ) with
For a min-max normwise backward error, it is sufficient to replace i |λ| i P i 2 in (6.1) with max i |λ| i P i 2 . As was shown in (2.9) for a single approximate zero of a scalar polynomial, there is not much difference between these two measures of the backward error. Note that we are not looking at a global measure of the backward error here but, instead, report η max P = max{η P (λ) :λ is an eigenvalue of P } which is a lower bound of the global backward error for all the computed eigenpairs of P . We consider that all the eigenvalues have been computed with a small backward error if η max P ≤ ds mach , where for our numerical experiments mach ≈ 2.2 × 10 −16 . Experiment 5. We consider all square problems from the NLEVP collection [3] with size s ≤ 300 and with η max P ≤ s mach . The value of η max P is displayed in Table 6 .1 for each polynomial eigensolver under consideration. A backward error η max P larger than ds mach is highlighted in red and bold. The eigensolvers G&S, Lagrange, and new return eigenvalues with small backward errors for almost all the problems as opposed to polyeig. For the cd player problem, the G&S eigensolver returns eigenvalues with a large backward error, whereas η max P ≈ ds mach for the relative pose 5pt problem when solved by Lagrange and for the plasma drift problem when solved by new. Experiment 6. In [14] , we considered several PEVPs with large variations in the magnitude of their eigenvalues (and, hence, also in norm of their matrix coefficients). The backward errors for these problems are provided in Table 6 .2, and the backward errors for which η max P ≥ ds mach are highlighted in red and bold. The Lagrange and new eigensolvers return eigenvalues with a small backward error for almost all the problems, the backward errors highlighted in red for these two eigensolvers being just slightly larger ds mach (an exception being Lagrange with Problem 17).
Conclusions
We introduced a new measure of the backward error for roots of scalar polynomials that is less strict than the elementwise relative backward error but is still meaningful. This new measure allows larger perturbations on the coefficients that do not participate much in the backward error. For this we used an associated max-times polynomial and its tropical roots to determine how much each coefficient can be perturbed. We showed with examples of scalar polynomials with well conditioned zeros that our new backward error can provide an upper bound on the forward error that is sharper than the elementwise relative backward error.
We designed a new algorithm for computing the zeros of scalar polynomials as well as the eigenvalues of matrix polynomials. Our algorithm is based on a companion linearization A − zB of the (matrix) polynomial to which we artificially added a zero leading (matrix) coefficient. In doing so, we found that we could construct a two-sided diagonal scaling that balances A and transforms B into a graded matrix. We observed in [14] that if we use an implementation of the QZ algorithm with a strict deflation criterion for the eigenvalues at infinity on such scaled pencils, then the backward error on the scaled pencil has certain properties: it is of the order of the machine precision for the scaled matrix A and graded for the scaled matrix B. So under the assumption that this observation holds, we proved that our new polynomial root finder is backward stable with respect to the newly defined backward error. Several numerical experiments show the stability of this approach for approximating the zeros of scalar polynomials as well as the eigenvalues of matrix polynomials.
